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Ok, so, HTML and CSS.
You’ve heard about them, and you admire people who mastered them, but you feel a bit scared to try
writing some code yourself. Coding? You? OMG!
I can imagine, though, that you did add some CSS to your blog posts. Maybe something like this:

But I can imagine that when you noticed that you now have to copy-paste this code every time you want
to highlight a sentence, you quickly gave up. That’s just too much work!
Today, I’d like to show you one principle that will let you apply CSS easier and faster, and inspire you to
give CSS another try and/or to use it more often.
This principle goes by a fancy name “Separation of Concerns”. Meaning that HTML should do its job, and
CSS should do its job, and they should be doing these jobs in separate places.
This is how it works.
Let’s start with our example from above. Here (and everywhere) you want to separate HTML from CSS.
Which means HTML tags go in your blog post. CSS styles go in your CSS file, you know, this one:
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Meaning:
<p style=”font-size:20px; font-weight: bold; text-align: center”>This is an important thought.</p>
Green stuff - stays in your blog post
Yellow stuff – moves out to a CSS file.
So that this major block get split in two parts (new stuff – well, new stuff):
In your blog post:
<p class=”important-thought”>This is an important thought.</p>
In your CSS file:
.important thought {
font-size:20px;
font-weight: bold;
text-align: center
}

The main principle of using CSS with HTML
The main principle is the following 3 steps.

Step #1:
First, in the source code of your blog post (the HTML you see when you open your blog post in a Text mode,
not a Visual mode), make sure that a part of the text you want to style - a paragraph, a sentence or a part of a
sentence – is enclosed between two tags. Here are some examples:

Example 1:
Code:

What you see:
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(!) Important WordPress thing:
Even if you put your paragraphs between <p> </p> tags, WordPress will remove the tags and add an empty
line between the paragraphs instead. So if you write this in your post editor:

…and then switch to Visual view and back to Text view, or save a post and then reopen it, you won’t see your
<p> tags, but will see this instead:

This will also be the case for all of your existing posts.
So if you need to apply a style to a paragraph, just add <p>…</p> around it and set your style. If there is a
style set, WordPress will preserve it (more on setting styles in a second). So out of this:

…WordPress will make this:
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Example 2:
Code:

What you see:

(The marked part looks the same for now, because we didn’t apply any styles to it.)

Example 3:
Code:

What you see:

Step #2
Then, you put hooks within the opening tags specifying which style class should apply to the element enclosed
between the tags.
Let’s say you want to highlight something blue, use larger font and make it bold.
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If you want to style a part of a sentence, you need to apply “important-thought” class on its part like this.

Step #3
In your CSS, you specify what exactly “important-thought” class stands for in terms of styling.

And at the end, it looks like this:

…or like this, if you apply it to a part of a sentence:

And that’s it, as far as the main principle goes.

Why not leave all the CSS inside the HTML?
Simple. To be able to change things easier and to avoid mistakes. Because when all your style definitions
live in CSS you only specify them once and then can apply them over and over again just by putting
class=”myClass” in HTML.
And if you decide to change something, you know where to find it (CSS file), you need to change it only
once and you can be sure it will change the style of all the elements that have this style.
But if you leave CSS inside of HTML, you’ll need to go through it and change, for ex., font size or color on
many elements, which takes time and can lead to mistakes.
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You think you did everything right, but your style is not getting
applied!
Make sure there is only one “class” attribute on your element. If you need to apply multiple classes, do
it like this:

Also, it is possible that your style gets overridden by other styles of your website’s theme. Use
!important to indicate that your style has preference.

If there’s a lot of coding to do, use Notepad++
For my blog posts, I always use Notepad++, because it makes HTML more readable by adding highlights.
I would make all the changes in Notepad++ and then copy the content into the blog post to test how it
looks.
If you will be using it, make sure you specify the language of the document so that it highlights the text
properly.
For HTML:

For CSS:
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A couple of basic styling options you will need
This page offers a nice list of styles based on what you want to do (for ex., remove an underline of your
link, change the background of your text, move some text around, etc.)

A trick that will save you coding time
When you want to apply styles that are almost similar - let’s say, you want to have text boxes of
different background color - you can make your CSS code shorter and easier to change.
For example, instead of doing it like this, repeating a lot of code:
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You can combine the common properties in one definition and specify only what’s different. Like this:

A fun fact
You can specify the colors using words! In fact, every color on the web has a name that you can use the
same way as its HEX value. For example, “yellow” equals to #FFFF00, and “red” equals to #FF0000. If
you’d like to learn more, this page lists all the colors by their names.
It’s actually a practical way to remember colors you use often in your styles, as a name is easier to
remember than a HEX value.
This has also an advantage that now, if you decide that your text boxes all need a bigger font or a
different padding, you need to change it only once.

A trick that will make testing your styles easier
When I define new styles, I find it to be a pain in the butt working with two files in parallel: Your custom
CSS file and your blog post. Every time I need to change a style, I need to change it in CSS file, save it and
then preview my blog post again!
So I use this hack to make preliminary changes only in one file:
You can add a section right in the beginning of your blog post enclosed between <style>…</style>. You
can now define new styles that will apply to your new blog post right there:
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Forget the red underline WordPress is placing there. It’s just jealous of your coding skills. But make sure
that you have one class defined on one line and do not have empty lines. Otherwise your styles won’t be
applied.
Now you can change and add styles as you write your blog post. But once you are about to publish your
blog post, remove the styles from it and put them where they truly belong – in your CSS file. Save the
CSS file and preview your blog post again to make sure all the styles have been applied correctly.

Fun ideas to use your (first) CSS styles in your next blog post
Here are a couple of ideas to use CSS in your next blog post:
1. Make text boxes with different background (my friend Kitty just went bazooka on colored text
boxes in her recent blog posts!)
2. Highlight a thought by positioning it in the center and making the font larger.
3. Give your call to action button a different color from what your website theme usually uses.

A challenge for advanced CSS users
If you are an advanced CSS user, I challenge you to finally fix the WordPress default styling of lists and
make this:
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…finally look like this:

Oh, one more thing…
Do you think your website can do better but don’t know how to make it happen?
Check out this ultimate website checklist for solopreneurs and small businesses
(the image below is just a part of it). It will take you through a 4-step process of
how to drive more sales and clients through your website.

Click here to view the full checklist
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